Connecticut Beta of Phi Beta Kappa Elects Three Undergraduate Members

by Dick Hooper

Phi Beta Kappa elected three new members to its body at a recent meeting held in Cook Lounge, it was announced. The new members are: Wendell Howard Young, president-elect; James W. Storrs, president; and Richard O. Hillyer, secretary and treasurer.

Trinity Freshmen Invade Smith for Supper and Dance

On last Saturday evening, two hundred sophs of super Trinity seniors invaded the campus of Smith College at Northampton, Mass., for a dance in the midst of the socalled phases of producing the organization's first play of the year,bras.

The freshman classes of several neighboring colleges were represented other than Trinity. Warren, Harvard, Williams, and Yale, and.

After a hearty reception at the modern and lavish dinner sponsored by the students, the visitors were served a picnic supper. Following the meal, the anxious freshman filed up to the second floor of the building, where dancing was held.

Acting as chaperones for the Trinity contingent were Art Cowdrey, 1'32, and Dick Schobert of the class of '32.

Futters Wins Camera Club Photo Contest

Donald Futtets took first and second place honors in the monthly contest sponsored by the Trinity Camera Club. The first place prize, a $500 camera, was awarded to Mr. Futtets for a picture of the本基金. Third prize was awarded to Mr. Futtets for a wash-off relief print in color by Benjamin Goodman, which attracted much attention among those present. On November 9, the club is planning a showing of a color transparency taken by its members.

SDC Elects Ten Men Bringing Total to 40

On Tuesday evening, October 17, the Sophomore Dining Club held its annual election. The club, which was founded in 1947, is the honor society for the junior class. The members of the club elect to its membership a number of sophomores each year in recognition of their scholastic achievements.

The winning program of the organization is the Arthur W. Young, Mr. Futtets, and Bill Wills. The club has now 40 active members.

New Brownell Home Visited Sunday by Faculty, Students

Approximately one hundred persons attended the official housewarming of the Brownell Home as the Campus last Sunday. The affair was held between four and six P.M. during which time the guests inspected the newly acquired house on the first floor of the cottage. Hot chowder, assorted cake and punch were served.

Representatives from practically all of the university fraternity were present, as well as several members of the faculty and their wives. Among the latter group were Dean and Mrs. Joseph Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams, Mr. and Mrs. John Fontana, Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor, Mr. Roger Davis, Mr. McManus, and Mrs. Lawrence Trow, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-ward Durward, Mr. Robert Vogel and Mr. John Jett

The Brownell Club, founded at Trinity College in 1921, is an organization whose object is to provide athletic and social activities for the students of the university.

On Saturday night, the Brownell Club will give a dance in the Brownell Home. The dance will be held between four and six P.M. during which time the guests inspected the newly acquired house on the first floor of the cottage. Hot chowder, assorted cake and punch were served.

Students Announce Technical Staff

The Jesters have appointed commit-tees to manage the technical aspects of the sorority's productions. The technical committee consists of the following: Frederick E. O'Keefe, assistant director; Frank A. Beck, stage manager; John J. Kane, Jr., assistant director; and Frederic R. W. Bly, technical director.

The Brownell pin tells the story of the club's activities: winged feet denote a 19th century representation of the poet; a clasped hand, good fellowship and a love for the purposes of the club; a list of the members of the club.
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2nd Gismo Contest To Be Held Under IFC

Because of the success of the Interfraternity Gismo Contest last semester, the IFC, P. C. T. U. has voted munici-
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The TRINITY REVIEW

As I Hear It
By Dave Macay

The Moyer Gallery on Trumbull Street is featuring a one-man show of recent works by John B. Chieroti, Ph.D. of the Department of Fine Arts. The exhibition consists of twenty-three oils, watercolors, and drawings which range from landscapes and still life studies to figurative and abstract works. The works are presented in a freestanding display, allowing the viewer to move around the room and see each piece from different perspectives.

The gallery is a reality with an experimental direction to accuracy and detail. His forms may be still life, especially those containing flowers, revealing a range of reactions to the same objects, and showing the very nature of his subjects. The petals of a flower or a leaf are not a flat gray design which could, at a proper distance, with a curious amount of imagination, look like any other leaf or flower. As Dave said, "the secret is in the soft, the fact of a patch is subtly contrived by the artist in order that the eye may be painted with an uneven accuracy of observation. There is an effort to convey no more than any evident and painted fact."

The form and shading of "Shell and Genji" were handled, displaying the desire of cool and detailed. In a landscape entitled "The Orchard" there is a large formation of calmness and repose operating as the central portion of the canvas. He contributed a perspective that an effect of motion is almost felt, rather than being just another area of paint or not quite so captivating. "Landscapes with Rocks" is harder to see, but it is a successful attempt in its present setting. In present style he has a repose and harmony of composition.

A group of small studies of single flowers was entered which was inspiring. It was a large magnolia blossom on a tenuously blue background. It was a part of interest the "Temple of Saint Anthony," a surrealistic painting which really bore out the artist's thought. It was in what appears to be a very violent state of being. Surrounding him, and hitting into a kind of blackness and mystery, there was an effort to be successful in its present setting. In present style he has a repose and harmony of composition.

In the 18th century the formal education of a group of small flowers was entered which was inspiring. It was a large magnolia blossom on a tenuously blue background. It was a part of interest the "Temple of Saint Anthony," a surrealistic painting which really bore out the artist's thought. It was in what appears to be a very violent state of being. Surrounding him, and hitting into a kind of blackness and mystery, there was an effort to be successful in its present setting. In present style he has a repose and harmony of composition.

The Barber Poll
Lodge the Best Man
But Bowls to Win
By Fin Schab

With elections just around the corner, a student poll of political significance was necessary. The Political Science Club of Trinity College took the credit for your opening Barber Poll, with Craig Lundell handling the burdensome job of statistical compilation. A random sampling of 130 Trinity students produced the following results:

1. The nation's most important national issue is
   a. Fighting for the rights of the protesters........... 38%
   b. The handling of government finances........... 25%
   c. Communism in the U.S.......................... 9%
   d. Race relations.................................. 3%
   e. The Welfare State.............................. 2%
   f. Others........................................... 2%

   Неагatal of 45% feel that Communion both here and abroad presents an extremely serious problem to this country. Other answers to the question were "Birth Control," and "Will Harry T. Comstock With His Piano Lessons."

2. What do you feel is the major political issue in Connecticut?
   a. Reorganization of the state government......... 13%
   b. State finances.................................. 23%
   c. Race relations.................................. 3%
   d. Education........................................ 3%
   e. Others........................................... 3%

3. By what means would you like the state to proceed?
   a. Publications....................................... 34%
   b. Radio (spot commercials)........................ 15%
   c. Radio (commercial ads).......................... 15%
   d. Television........................................ 9%
   e. Others........................................... 6%

Others mentioned "Free speeches," and "Fancy" as means of proceeding.

Of the 116 men polled, there were 66 Republicans, 31 Democrats, and 20 Independents. Here is a breakdown of how they replied to the last three questions:

4. Who do you feel has done the most effective campaigning?
   a. Republicans....................................... 56%
   b. Democrats........................................ 39%
   c. Independent....................................... 5%

5. Who do you feel is the most qualified for the office of governor?
   a. Bowles (Dem.)..................................... 60%
   b. Lodge (Rep.)..................................... 39%
   c. Don't know........................................ 1%

6. Who do you think will win the gubernatorial
   a. Bowles (Dem.)..................................... 60%
   b. Lodge (Rep.)..................................... 39%
   c. Don't know........................................ 9%

These questions, in order, are to be followed by the following list of the four men running for the U.S. Senate from Connecticut:

   a. Baldwin......................................... 45%
   b. Barber.......................................... 30%
   c. Bush............................................. 15%
   d. McFarland........................................ 10%

The men running to represent this state are Baldwin, Bush, McFarland and Baldwin was mentioned most. The showing on this question, good or bad, may be more or less important than the 25% correctly named men. 55% correctly named men, 7% correctly named one man. The remaining 10% know some of the candidates.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Columbia Begins New Plan
A new departure in admissions policy under which "mature students" may gain a bachelor's degree without attending a high school or college has been announced by Louis M. Hacker, director of Columbia University's School of General Studies.

Under the new plan, an applicant who for good reason was not able to finish high school or college may take the General Studies Aptitude Examination. If he isn't a success here, he will be interviewed, with the intention of finding out if he has the ability to be permitted to take a specified program of basic courses as a non-matriculated student.

After one semester, demonstrated competence in those courses will validate the student's requirements, and enable him to be matriculated for degree candidacy. (Continued in column 5.)

Columbia Begins New Plan
(Continued from column 1.)

He will be given credit for work done in the last semester at the high school, and may continue his studies at the University in absence of a high school diploma.

Talibah. "If you really want to run some game," Professor Hacker, "that our admissions procedures are not fully flexible. In view of the maturity of the Student study students, we have felt that the procedures were too intractable. So we have searched for a way that the achievements of students who have not completed secondary training."
Al Magnoli and Phil Simoni Provide Trinity Gridders With One-two Punch

By Fred MacCall

Fred MacCall—
Al Magnoli, 135 lb. right half back on the Trinity team, captained New Britain High to the State championship in 1945, completing four straight berths in the final there by being chosen on the All-Connecticut team. After service in the Marines, Al attended Chenhside Academy, and captained the Varsity football team to a successful season. However, Phi Simoni—
Phi Simoni, a senior from Pelham, N. Y., is starting his second season on the Trinity team. The quarterback of the Winnipesaukee High School team, Phi was a sixty-minute man at guard, playing there for three years on an undefeated team. On the “Iron-man” play added much toward impeccable line play.

This 207 lb. athlete decided to participate only in track when he came to Trinity, for his specialization, the shot-put, discus, and javelin, interested him more than football. Dan Jessee plucked him out of a gym class at mid-season in ’49, and made him a defensive guard. Although he showed that he could tackle at the beginning of this season, Phi has become a two-way operator, being used on offense as much as defense. His weighty build fills a large gap in the line, with his hard line charges and dependable tackling distinguishing him as a superlative lineman.


No other victory, beating the Alpha Wednesday, standings, Delta "tea":

In its first home game of the season a fighting Blue and Gold Fresh Sooch team played host to an aggregation from Chateau and squeezed through to a thrilling 5-2 win in overtime. Due to a mix-up in scheduling the contest originally slated for Wednesday, October 15th, was moved to Tuesday, October 14th.

Despite the absence of a few starting booters due to the last minute change in plans, the Fresh forged out a 2-0 lead, in time to see this dignified when Coach Stolfa removed several of his starters late in the game.

The offensive star of the team is veteran fullback Randy Forbes. He not only marks the ground play but also punts and kicks the passing attack. His perfected deflection has been baffling the opposition all year. Captain, Ralph Lenore and left end Bill Nightingale are the captains of the air assault. Walt Holloway, last year's half back in the Vermont Conference is back on field, at halfback.

Defensively, Captain Lenore and center Bill Whittemore hold the line together. This line is one of the best in the country, airtight. The air barrier is composed of nearly 200 books. Books: I. Rex, a veteran E. Pat. and veteran Burt Battenhouse ball behind this massive wall. Coach Neilson gets the most out of his boys forward way by using an unbalanced T formation. The Panthers are trudging in this series which began in 1912. The score was 0-0, the Fresh would hold this margin until the final minutes several times behind the field. Chateau hosted two goals in quick succession to tie up the game.

Over time elapsed of two five-minute periods, Dick Hines hit a long goal in the first of these periods to clinch the victory.

Coach Stolfa was well pleased with the game, noting that "the team-work and overall aggressive play of the Fresh was evident on the field. On the line, MacKenzee, and center Kelmie and Charles Bowen played an excellent game while, Dick Marsh, Dave MacKenzie and Hines were outstanding." The next game is scheduled for Wednesday, October 21st, against Monson.

Chateau Falls Prey To Fresh Booters
By Dave Fishier
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Middlebury to be Tough Gridiron Opponent
By Ted Ochslin

The Bantams will try to start a new winning streak this week at Middlebury in Vermont. To date this fall Middlebury has beaten Hamilton and tied Wesleyan while losing to high-ranking St. Lawrence and Tufts. However, Delta's boys are much stronger than the record shows.
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Varsity Soccer Team Whips Tufts 5-3; Nelson Stars

By Al Kurland

Trinity's varsity soccer team entertained the Tufts boisterous Saturday, and the Jumbos were glad to get back to the competitive safety of their own campus after a 2-0 lacing. For Lloyd MacDonald's boys it was the third win of a season which has yet to see them defeated.

This was the first game this season the boisterous in the audience was on offense rather than defense. It was a rough, free-scoring tangle and it proved that the Hilltoppers are capable of winning both offensive and defensive games. Outstanding offensively for the Blue and Gold were Court Nelson and Finn Schab, Cliff Stark and Dave Hatfield on defense.

The soccer team's next game will be away against the University of Massachusetts. Ward and Milt Sensebaugh as to attain happiness.

More People Smoke Camels

than any other cigarette!